
 

 

 

 

Le Puy green lentils.  
 

Le Puy green lentils are produced specifically in the Le Puy du Velay area in the mountains of 
Central France under the stringent conditions of the A.O.P. (Appellation d’Origine Protégée /  
Protected Designation of Origin) certification which ensures their traceability, specificity and quality. 
 

Le Puy green lentils are grown by traditional methods, without the use of fertilisers, on 
volcanic soil in the Velay area with its micro-climate and exceptional sunshine during the ripening 
period. They are harvested in August, respecting Nature’s natural cycles, when their distinctive 
flavour and outstanding quality are at their best. 
 

The Le Puy green lentil was the first vegetable to obtain a Certified Origin Label 
(certification) in August 1996 and its reputation to-day is the result of considerable efforts by 
farmers, the authorities and packers to ensure the lentils are grown and packed under optimal 
conditions and that only lentils which correspond to all the A.O.P. quality criteria are certified for sale 
as Le Puy green lentils. 
 

Lentils are perhaps the oldest vegetable in the world, coming originally from Mesopotamia, 
and they have been cultivated in Le Puy from the earliest days of Christendom. 
 

Le Puy lentils are one of the jewels of French cuisine as, whether used in traditional home 
cooking or by the greatest French chefs, Le Puy lentils are chosen simply because they are the finest 
tasting lentils.  

 
They have excellent nutritional value (sometimes thought of as a vegetable steak), 

providing a valuable source of energy for growing children and a good healthy food for adults, 
including minerals such as potassium, phosphorus, calcium, iron and zinc - all indispensable for a 
healthy diet. 



  
 

They are very easy to use since they do not need to 
be sorted or soaked. Their cooking time is less than half 
the time need for ordinary lentils, and they remain firm 
after cooking without losing their flavour. Their flavour 
even improves when they are re-heated. 
  

Used as a vegetable, in soups, in salads and 
sometimes in desserts, Le Puy green lentils can be used in a 
great variety of recipes. 

 
 
 
Discover the LE PUY GREEN LENTIL  
 
Fine taste, good for your health, presented in very attractive packaging! 
  
Our Group, based in Le Puy en Velay, at the heart of production zone, is the French leader of 
this certified origin dried vegetable.  
 
As an ambassador of French gastronomy, the Le Puy lentil is appreciated not only by top 
chefs but in homes everywhere in the 50 countries where we sell this product.  
 
They are easy and quick to cook and you will love Le Puy lentils with meat and game or in 
salads.  
 
 
 

 


